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ADDITIONAL SIDEBANDN IN TIME DEPENDENT SPECTRA FOR A SPACIALLY
DISTRIBUTED COLLECTION OF TWO-LEVEL ATOMIS DRIVEN BY A RESONANT
COHERENT FIELD

'tacob BEN-ARYEH 'and ( harles NM. BOWD)EN
Rewadt Ai, I);n I ff5111 RI)- R1, QI' M-~i~i. I~thm, t aaii i,1clao'TIMc o,h I f lin, f, 11'ji,( o
R'lsron, lpwnal./ f I>1 % ', fs%

Rc C1\cd 2 Iul' I9t

\\c dc-c t'he tinic-dcp~crintf spco ra of .i kascr-dr,' ci. ffffcrdaIilg. olcvfioii of Npia~lI\ dlNtrihUtcd i\%o-lQ\ c atomsl "Sc

,i"""ile .l '0Icn1III ff111f3 i1jnsn Lirg c ffe lo a, j i clength is hw i i ilfl in i hc . 10m w hni cclrcioniagni c id ground

oflth 1 in o1csclilionils fccfs the ic-stcpendcril sfiLSIH of fth tidflsflitlcd tadiation andli ftc mm.~-Iokki nicraction leads to the
,fp~lf Ic a dditionl sidcliands

The flu.orescencle spectrum of a s~ stem oft a large atom steadN\ states. In the present work Ase assume a
number of t\c o-lk' el atoms drix en h\ a sfrong reso- sample of t\,o-lesel atoms %% fth dfmensions vetry large
nant field ha, beet, treated tbr atoms that are conf- relatfi e to a \wa~elcnoth ss hich is initialy ffl the
tainled in at regfon that is small relati'e to a ground state and at time t- 0I hegins to interact m ith
ssasclength. For high laser intensities, resonances the ~'h2etexterftall\ app!i,,d rcsonant raiation
dtsplaced from the line center by twice the Rabi f're- fteld. We stud\ the spectrum (of the radtaiion trans-
quencN "--re predicted [ 1-31 in addition to the usual nutted through the sample of tsso-lexel atoms and
Stark sidebands 14.5]. The intensit\ of the addi- show~ that the explicit spacial distribution of the
tional sidebands in resonance fluorescence experi- atoms affects the shape of the radtation spectrum and
ments ts expected to be ver , weak and. so far. the\ can lead to the appearance ot additional sidebands
have not been observed. II I]. The additional sidebhands should follow from

In this communication, we treat the appearaffec of modulation (If the collective dipole oscillations at
additional sidebands in a time-dependent spectrum frequenc\x2j(wkI in addition to modulation at fre-
[ 6-91] for a nonstationary state of the two-level sy s- quency j (o,, which leads to the fundamental bands.
tem. We follow here a previous model [ 10]1 which is We simplify the present treatment for time-depend-
based upon a quantum electrodynamical represen- ent spectra by assuming that the filter time [6-9]j is
tation of a spacial distribution of a large number of short relative to the riclaxatton and dephasing times.
two-level atoms interacting with the quantized elec- but long relative to the period time of Rabi oscilla-
tromagnetic field. In the previous work [11 we tions. Under these conditions we get a quasistation-
studied the steady-state conditions for this sy Istem. arN spectrum which is dlaniped slowly in time. In the
We picture that different individual atoms follow. present approach we describe the time-dependent
Rabi oscillations with the same frequency but differ- collective dipole oscil'ations by using a semiclassical
ent phases so that by ensemble-averaging we get manN model and treat the nonlinear terms by, a perturba-

five approach in which the reaction field is taken as

A Ntioal eserch( uncl Rseach ~sciae. ernancit small relative to the externally applied field. Follow-

home institution: Technfon. tsrael Institute of Jechnologp. ing the above considerations. the present analysis is
tDepartment ofilh~ sics. Icchnfon ( ifs. 32(1(00 Haila. Israel. good as long as the magnitude of the collective oscil-
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lations is large relative to other sources of fluctua- force" terms depend only on single atom response.
tions including those related to the Langevin terms the "cooperative" terms include factors of operators
that represent quantum fluctuations. belonging to pairs of different atoms with arguments

The hamiltonian which describes the system is expressive of retardation. The basic equations are
given in the rotating wave and in the electric dipole obtained by taking the expectation values and facto-
approximation by rizing the multiplication of the dipole operators.
I=tI, +H i Factorization is a justifiable approximation in a

many-body theory as the correlation between each
pair of atoms tends to be overwhelmed by the total

H = hti "a!." +h oaua0 . interaction of each atom with the many-atom s s-
tem. The basic equations for a long sample of two-

= level atoms with dimensions larger than a wave-
- - length are obtained [ 10] by describing the expecta-

tion values of the atomic operators as continuous

ih variables and defining <a .,,(r. I) > and K(7 _(r. t) >.

__ oaRU' exp[-(i,,t -k-r,)] +h.c. . (I) respectively, asthe complex dipole and the inversion
I of population per unit volume at point r. Following

where h.c. denotes hermitian conjugate and the previous work t 101 we get the following equations

g ' =(2nro, /h I-PO, 4 . dr (r. 1) )/dt= -I [(1 (r. t) > -- it]

II,, includes the free atoms and free field hamiltoni- 2 0 *(r. t') k <, . ,(r. +) ± c.c . (3)
ans. We use here the usual operators related to the
SU(2) algebra fbr a single atom: a- represents the d\; (..r. t)> /dt= iJ-I_) (a _(r. t)>
inversion of population operator and a: are the
raising and lowering operators for atom with coor- + [O( r. 1) + (o02] (oa( r. ) > (4)
dinates r,. (eR is the Rabi rate associated with the where 0(r. t) is a continuous variable corresponding
applied coherent field amplitude. v),, and k are the to the reaction field and is given by 10]
carrier frequency and wavevector of the applied field.
respectivel\. V is the quantization volume for the f(r. t) =( 37rf/, i
field. (t, is the frequency of the mode k. and .i is a
unit vector in the direction of polarization of the j f < ( ( /cl> (5)
applied radiation held that is being taken to be in a
coherent state and propagating along the z-axis. /' is
the dipole matrix element ando, is the unit vector for where n is the number of two-level atoms per unit
the dipole of atom i. volume and .=,) -(),, is the deviation of the applied

In the previous work [ 10] we developed the Hei- field frequency from resonance. Self-consistently
senberg equations of motion in the bad cavity limit from the quantum model f,1 =/I. 1i, =/1/2 where # is
for this system. The rapid time and spacial depen- the spontaneous deca. constant. We may introduce
dence of the dipole operators has been eliminated by additional homogeneous broadening by considering
the transformation: fI and fl, as empirical constants. Eqs. ( 3) - ( 5) lead

(7" ) (t) exp - -kr,)(2 tca et of equations which arc of the form of the usual
Maxwell Bloch equations if we perform the space

By using the coupled hierarchy of the Heisenberg derivative in eq. k 5) and neglect the renormalization
equations of motions. and by adiabatically eliminat- of the resonance frequency caused by coherent dipole-
ing the variables associated with the field modes one dipole interaction 10].
gets terms in the equations of"spontaneous'. "coop- We calculate the time dependence of the total elec-
erative". "induced", and "Langevin force" origin. tromagnetic field transmitted at the end of a short
While the "spontaneous", "induced" and "Langevin sample for which the conditions
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19(r,1I kJ -in i and #,.2. Weget

are fulfilled. Under these conditions the reaction field <d-> + IOR 12 <c-> - 3a(a.> < >

is given approximately bN + 0, +f12) < "-> = 0 (12)

O(r. t) _ata ,,-. t) > (6) with the first-order solution

where (a:(t)> =a-, cos( IR)R It) exp: - [(11, +fl_2)]t"

a=( 3 7rfJ/k '): (7) 1 0 1 ( /IoR )a , sin(2 IOR It) exp[ - (f1 +fi ]

In order to explain further the use of eq. (6 ). we (13)
substitute this equation in the ordinary Maxwell

equation: We have assumed here that (a,(xc)>=0. and
ao( )c ) > =0 for a strong field at exact resonance.

c z. t ft + i0( -. )/- Eqs. (12) and ( 13) derived here are similar to the

(37rfl/k:) a. ,(. 1) (8) equations derived by Senitzky [ I ]. The assumption
of conser\,ation of total angular momentum made by

and find that cq. (6) is valid if him is not valid in our treatment due to the damping

(a(a .,(z, t)>/(:), -0 (9a) mechanism. The parameter a derived here is for a
sample with dimensions large relative to a wave-

or more explicitly it consistent with our first order length. It depends on z via eq. (7) and is essentially
perturbation theor,: different from a corresponding parameter a derived

1z[0 log.a .,,K/z]. i I (9b in ref. [ 1 for a sample with dimensions smaller than
a wavelcngth. The broadening mechanism which was

where I =_ :t!c is the retarded time. Since t is a neglected there [ I ] is introduced here via the param-

small parameter. the derivative of <a. ,) relative to eterfi1 +112.

- will contribute onl to second order corrections The solution for <a .,Ji)> of first order is given

which can be neglected. The restriction of the discus- by
sion to a strong field in which our approximations
are valid simplifies the present treatment for the <a. ,= Ror*a-,expa -[(f8,+fl)/2] t'

appearance of the additional sidebands.
By assuming exact resonance (J=0) and substi- (sin( KR I1) 1 -cos( IoR II)'\

tuting eq. (6) into eqs. (3) and (4). we get (R 1 2 IOK 
1
2

<a.> = -[7<a> + (]ORK0
.

+cr ,,((o*/2) exp{ -fl, +#/2)t']

-to*Ka > -4ca'.,)(" <a . (10)

S( I -cos(2I(OR It') ) (14)(a .,,) > -l ( .,)+!u ( ' 21(OR Iz

+-(I(a ,)>) ,< (11) According to eqs. (13) and (14) the oscillation is

where the dot represents the time derivative alai'. modulated at frequency 2 1WRI in addition to the
notatioainiwhihaitfisquec ' I RI.

Here we have used a short notation in which it isat frequenc I
undeisivud 'hat a!1 expectation values are functions Assuming that the CW laser is activated at t=0

unde s~od !'.a a~ exectaionvales ae fnctons and that the two-level atoms are initially in the lower

of retarded time t' and at position :. The explicit

dependence of the expectation values on z enters only state, the time-dependent spectrum is given by 171

via the parameter a.
Assuming fl,,A I(ORl, n4 1(OR 1. we solve eqs.

(10) and (I I ) by iterative substitutions in which we
neglect all terms which are of scmond ordcr ar higher
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In evaluating the spectrum according to eqs. ( 15)

S=4" Ref drexp[(y-iJwo)r] and (18) we use the approximation #81 2'z<' and
f neglect terms which include exponents with argu-

ments as products of T and f, or #. but take into
account terms which include exponents having argu-

x J d,_ exp[ -2;(t-t,)] ments as multiplications of t' and , or fl- as the
will affect the decay of the spectra for long times r.

x K (E*(t + r) E(t) > . (15) Also we develop the expression for times r > 1/;, so
that exp( - 2,'t' ) -0. By following these approxima-

where, for our case lions [7] we obtain by a straightforward calculation

E(t)=[o +20*(z.t)]/P. (16) 21 (R 12 h2  
___

and I/y' is the filter time. -y ('
By assuming the conditions

ft (17)+ '46 exp[ - (, '+ ,8 )t']

the ensemble average in eq. (15) refers to averaging [ ;_

over the Rabi oscillations where the electromagnetic ILtw-w,,, +oR + ) ;'

field at time i' is obtained by using eqs. (6). (14). .
and (16). We notice that the zeroth order and first- +/ J
order value for the complex dipole introduce, respec- +

tively, first-order and second-order corrections to the
zeroth order electromagnetic field which is propor- + I, 6 ' expj -2 1, +,8)t']

tional to WOR. We can distinguish in the expression for
the electromagnetic field between terms that are con- F _-_

stants, those that oscillate at frequency )o Rj and +-,, + 2 Jo R IT - .

those that oscillate at frequency 2 1(OR1. Due to the
ensemble averaging over the Rabi oscillations the 1
terms in the correlation function which couple dif- + ((- -- j) +( )  (20)

ferent oscillation frequencies can be neglected.

In order to simplify the expression for the correla- Eq. (20) shows that within our approximations the
tion function we include in each term that oscillates time-dependent spectra for the transmitted radia-
at a given frequency only that part which results from tion includes the laser line, and the fundamental and
the lowest order in perturbation theory. Therefore we the additional sidebands with lorentzian line shapes
neglect the first- and second-order corrections to the whose centers are located, respectively, at o,.
constant term (OR and we neglect the second-order 0

+± I (ORI and (o,± 2 1(ORI. Since according to our
correction to the terms modulated at frequency I (DR I. conditions y dominates the correlation function, the

Following these considerations we obtain width of each band is fixed by the filter time I/;, and
< < E( t + T)*E( t- > > (/P 2 ) (O R 12 is different from the Mollow line shape in which the

width of each line is related tofl. The lorentzian fun-

XI + 62 cos( ItoR It) exp[ -(,8 +#2)(t 2 +T/2)] damental and additional sidebands are decaying.
respectively, with the rates# 1 +,82 and 2(l, +,). By

+ h64 exp[ - (,8, +1,)(2t2 +r)] cos( 2 1R Ir)}, our perturbative theory we find that the ratio of the

(18) intensity of the fundamental sideband to the mono-
chromatic laser line, and that of the additional side-

where band relative to the fundamental is given by 52 1/4

8 = _,/IW I •(19) (similar to a relation found in ref. [ I ] ).
In a dressed state approach for a two-levz. systcin.
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one gets shifted energy levels with the corresponding [21 HiT Carmichael. Ph\%_ Re\. Lell. 43 (1979) 1 106.
frequencies , ,)± Iw0,1. The additional side- 131 (iS. Argarwal, R. Sasena. L.M. NarduLC:. 1) H. tseng and

bands result from transitions in which the dipole R. Gjilmore. l'ks. Re%. A21 (1980)) 257,
moment ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 isduldBnodrtatsc.rniin ~ R. Molloss. 1)hss. Re%. 188 (1969) 1969. Ph~s. Res. AS

momet i douled In rde tht suh tansiion ( 972)1 522.
occur, the dipoles of different atoms must have a non- [51 F. Schuda. C.R. Stroud and Mt. Herclier. J. Plis. H' N4
negligible probability to oscillate in phase with one 1198.
another. W'hile the probability for this kind of tran- 161 J.H. Eberl. and K. \\odkiewkic/. J. U)pt. Soc. Xim. 6 1'" 1

sition is very small for the manN-atom steady states. [1- (52.
(7JH. Eberis. in: Quantum ce-urodlnarnis and quantuni

it becomes relatively strong in the case treated hereoti.edAl.Brt(lnmN.94)p2.
due to the transient cooperation induced by our ini- 181 X.N. Huang. R. Tanas and I H. Eberis. l'hs Re\ A\20
tial conditions. For long times the system tends to a (1982) 892.
steady state for which the relative phases of different [9[ J.H. t-.berl ". ( .V. kuias/ and K. ",odkievic,, J1. Ph\ %. B 13

dipoles become randomized. Therefore we suggest (198)117.
0] Y. Ben-Arxeh and (. AI. Howden. (optics (0mnm. 59 (198)W

that the observation of additional sidebands can be 224:
made in a time-dependent spectrum. N. Boen-Arweh. (NI. Bossdcn and JA . Englund. IntrinSIc

optical bistabi (it\ in collectionis of spaciaii\ distributed I ii-

le\ c( atoms, to be published.
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